October 3, Torino  
Afternoon  
3.00pm-5.30pm: **Chinese Law in Action: Rules and Judicial Innovation - II**

Chair  
*Stefania Stafutti* (Torino University and CASCC)

China’s Court Finance and Its Implications for Judicial Reforms  
*Xin He* (City University of Hong Kong)

Corruption in China’s Courts: A Typology Based on Functional Power  
*Ling Li* (Leiden University)

October 4, Torino  
Morning  
9.00am-10.30am: **Criminal Justice**

Chair  
*Knut Pissler* (MPI, Hamburg)

Prohibition of Torture and Ill-Treatment in Criminal Justice: A Comparative Study on ICCPR and Chinese Criminal Procedure Law and Practice  
*Lu Yanbin* (Durham University)

The Expanding Archipelago: Forced Drug Treatment Centres  
*Flora Sapio* (CASCC Fellow)

Discussion  
11.00am-12.00am: **Closing Roundtable**

Chair  
*Marina Svennson* (Lund University)

12.30pm: General Meeting of the European China Law Studies Association

---

**Information**

Angela Carpi  
angela.carpi@unibo.it

Giorgia Rinaldi  
giorgia.rinaldi@cascc.eu

www.unibo.it  
www.cascc.eu  
www.ecls.eu
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**ECLS ANNUAL CONFERENCE**

Bologna & Torino  
1-4 October, 2008
October 1, Bologna
University of Bologna - www.unibo.it
Via Zamboni 22 - Sala Armi

Morning
10.00am-12.00am: Registration

Afternoon
3.00pm-3.30pm: Welcome Addresses
Pier Ugo Calzolari (Rector, Bologna University);
Stefano Canestrari (Dean of Faculty of Law, Bologna University);
Duccio Campagnoli (Regional Councillor for the Productive Activities, Economic Development and Telematics Plan, Region of Emilia Romagna);
Roberto Grandi (Vice Rector, Bologna University)

3.30pm-5.00pm: Opening Session
Chair
Marina Timoteo (Bologna University)
Enhancing the Eu-China Cooperation in the Law Field: Teaching, Researching, Professional Training
Hans-Heinrich Trute (Hamburg University);
Zhu Yong (China’s University of Political Science and Law)
Opening Remarks
Ole Lando (Copenhagen University)

5.30pm-7.00pm: Chinese Law in a Global Context
Chair
Gianmaria Ajani (Torino University and CASCC)
Intellectual Property Law in the P.R. China: a Powerful Economic Tool for Innovation and Development
Andrea Wechsler (MPI, Munich)
Climate Change Law in China
Christiane Truu (Göttingen University)
Discussion

October 2, Bologna

Morning
9.00am-11.00am: Chinese Law Between Politics and Society
Chair
Romeo Orlandi (Osservatorio Asia)
Being Attorney in Tianjin: Law and Fiction in Jiang Zilong Stories
Stefania Sastri (Torino University and CASCC)
The CPC and the Law
Manuel Delmestro (Academia Sinica, Taipei)
Non Profit Organizations in the People’s Republic of China: A Case Study
Knut Pissler (MPI, Hamburg)
Creating Law-Abiding Citizens: A Study of Legal Programmes on Chinese Television
Marina Svensson (Lund University)
Discussion

11.30am-1.00pm: Chinese Law and the Socialist Market Economy
Chair
Giorgio Prodi (University of Ferrara, Osservatorio Asia)
The Legal Framework of the Socialist Market Economy
Ignazio Castellucci (University of Macau, University of Trento)
The State Owned Enterprises in China and the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
Paolo Davide Fantah (CASCC Fellow, Milano University)
Discussion

Afternoon
4.00pm-8.00pm: Transfer to Torino

October 3, Torino
Centre of Advanced Studies on Contemporary China
www.cascc.eu - via Bogino, 9

Morning
9.00am-11.00am: Chinese Law Reforms: Mixing Legal Models
Chair
Gabriele Crespi Reghizzi (Pavia University)
The Quest for a Coherent Civil Law: Comparing EC and PRC
Christiane Wendehorst (Vienna University)
The Chinese Anti-Monopoly Law: When IPR Met Antitrust
Laura Semp (ISUFI – University of Salento)
Equitable Ownership in the Chinese Trust: an Oxymoron?
Rebecca Lee (The University of Hong Kong)
Discussion

11.30am-1.00pm: Chinese Law in Action: Rules and Judicial Innovation -I
Chair
Christiane Wendehorst (Vienna University)
The Role of Local Courts’ Interpretative Documents in Judicial Innovation in China: Piercing the Corporate Veil as a Case
Xi Chao (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)
General Clauses and Practice: The Use of the Principle of Good Faith in the Decisions of Chinese Courts
Simona Novaretti (Milano University)
Discussion